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Executive Summary 
Air Quality has been a serious and intractable problem in the UK for a long time. Bad air quality poses 
real dangers for human health, it currently places the UK in breach of legislated limits on air quality, and 
it will be a key issue in determining the Government's decision on expanding runway capacity. For all of 
these reasons, it is essential that the UK has a robust and deliverable Air Quality Plan that can lead to 
conformance with legal limits for air quality, and can provide a reliable basis for Government decision-
making. 

However, the Government's draft Air Quality Plan has a number of serious weaknesses: 

1. Insufficient meaningful information has been made available to enable 
stakeholders to comment fully  
The analysis of the problem, the proposals for tackling it, and the projected results as set out in 
the draft Plan, are not supported by sufficient meaningful information or data to enable us to take 
a view on their reasonableness or robustness.  

Given that the previous 2011 Plan proved to be overly optimistic in its predictions it is vital that all 
assumptions are fully detailed and justified. The information presented in the draft Plan does not 
provide sufficient information to allow informed comment on the assumptions made and this lack 
of transparency must cast serious doubt on the validity and lawfulness of the consultation 
process and of policy making based on it. 

2. There is a high degree of uncertainty about projected vehicle emission factors and 
related test results, and the emissions assumptions in the Plan are too optimistic 
The modelling of future vehicle emissions is much more optimistic than in previous Defra 
modelling, which is hard to understand given the current failure of vehicle engines to meet their 
projected emission performance – a point given added weight by recent revelations of deliberate 
falsifying of test results by a major vehicle manufacturer. 

In the light of the vehicle emissions scandal, the Secretary of State for Transport’s recently 
launched review of vehicle emissions tests and test data, to be carried out by the Vehicle 
Certification Agency (VCA), is very important. It is not obvious how the UK’s Air Quality Plan can 
be finalised on a robust basis without the results from this review being available. The outcome of 
this review must be used to inform the assumptions used to model future air quality in the Plan. 

Until this review is completed the Air Quality Plan should be based on the best evidence available 
as to “real world” vehicle emissions.  Gatwick therefore disagrees with the use of the latest 
COPERT emission factors as the basis for the analysis underlying the draft Plan and considers 
that it would be more realistic for the Government to base its Air Quality Plan on the “alternative 
scenario” modelled by Defra - which is likely to be much more representative of ‘real world’ 
emissions. Use of the ‘’alternative scenario’’ would move the projected compliance date for most 
UK Zones from around 2020 (as projected in this draft Plan) to after 2030. 

3. Proposals for Clean Air Zones lack definition, and have no timetable or 
commitment for implementation 
Widespread introduction of Clean Air Zones (CAZs) is a major part of the Plan’s proposed 
solution to the air quality problem. However, the outline proposals for such CAZs lack significant 
detail or description and set no timetable or requirement for implementation, so that their impact 
cannot be assessed realistically. Accordingly they are very unlikely to be taken into account in 
any assessment of whether or not the Plan complies with UK and EU law. 
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4. There are significant weaknesses in the modelling methodology, and no evidence 
that performance of the model has been verified 
In addition to the issues relating to uncertainty about predicted vehicle emissions and the 
introduction of CAZs, there are a number of other concerns about the soundness and robustness 
of the latest modelled predictions set out in the Plan. These include the lack of evidence that any 
model performance verification has been carried out, and a lack of clarity as to which mitigation 
measures have been included in the baseline modelling and which measures have not. 

These are further serious omissions, adding weight to our view that the draft Plan is insufficiently 
robust, and that the broad timeframes set out in the draft Plan for the date when the NO2 limits 
will be complied with are likely to be overly optimistic. 

5. The legal interpretation of the Directive as to how compliance with air quality limits 
should be assessed is not made clear 
The express purpose of the Government's draft Air Quality Plan is to achieve compliance with air 
quality Limit Values in all areas within zones and agglomerations as soon as possible. In our 
response, we contrast this patently correct approach with the legally flawed interpretation 
adopted by the Airports Commission in support of its recommendation to expand Heathrow 
Airport. The Commission’s interpretation could allow Heathrow expansion to go ahead even if air 
quality there was in breach of legal limits, so long as air quality in some other location in London 
was even worse. 

The issue of legal interpretation of compliance is not only crucial for the Government’s decision 
on runway expansion, but it is also crucial for the Air Quality Plan itself, as the interpretation will 
determine the degree of urgency with which local authorities and others involved need to address 
exceedances of limit values.  It is essential that the Government is clear in its Air Quality Plan 
about how compliance with the Air Quality Directive should be assessed. This clarity is absent 
from the draft Plan: a deficiency which has important implications for the Government’s imminent 
decision on expanding runway capacity.  
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1. Introduction 
 Gatwick’s primary interest in this consultation is in seeking to understand and comment on the 1.1

likely effectiveness of the draft Air Quality Plan and the relationship of that Plan to the 
forthcoming decision that the Government has committed to make on the choice of location for a 
new runway at either Heathrow or Gatwick. 

 These issues are very important because the Airports Commission’s recommendation made it 1.2
clear that ‘Additional operations at an expanded Heathrow must be contingent on 
acceptable performance on air quality. New capacity should only be released when it is clear 
that air quality at sites around the airport will not delay compliance with EU limits’. [the 
Commission’s emphasis] 

 The Commission’s report also made it clear that ‘firm action will be needed on the part of the 1.3
airport operator to ensure that emissions related to the airport are minimised, together with an 
effective national strategy to address broader background air quality issues primarily associated 
with road traffic’. The Air Quality Plan will form a key part of the Government’s national strategy 
and, if the Plan is not effective, the basis for the Airports Commission recommendation 
disappears.   

 Shortly after the consultation was launched, we took the unusual step of making an Interim 1.4
Response to the consultation to Defra. This was because a number of serious high level 
concerns about the robustness, soundness and credibility of the Plan were immediately apparent. 
These included: 

• The fact that the central ‘baseline’ predictions set out in the Plan suggest that, despite 
strong evidence to the contrary, dramatic improvements in air quality are now going to 
occur – despite the fact that previously forecast improvements failed to materialise. 

• the assumption that Clean Air Zones (CAZs) could address the problems across London 
without providing any evidence on how and when such a policy will be implemented, or 
any commitment to do so. 

 We therefore sought information from Defra that would allow us to validate the robustness of the 1.5
plan, and to allow us to properly understand the modelling and assumptions that underpin the 
Plans we are most interested in i.e. the Greater London Urban Area Plan (UK0001) and the 
South East Plan (UK0031).  A copy of our formal Environmental Information Request is provided 
at Appendix 1. 

 However, the information we requested has yet not been provided. We are therefore still not in a 1.6
position where we can adequately understand the modelling and assumptions that underpin the 
draft Plan or comment fully on the draft Plan, including the detailed predictions and timeframes 
for compliance and the measures identified in it. We therefore continue to have serious concerns 
about the robustness of predicted improvements in air quality forecasts in the Plan, and about the 
reliance placed on the potential introduction of a new CAZ or multiple CAZs in London and 
elsewhere, particularly since the implementation of CAZs is left entirely at the discretion of local 
authorities. 

 Ongoing news coverage highlighting the discrepancy between vehicle emissions under test 1.7
conditions and ‘on the road’ emissions, has also served to heighten the concerns we raised about 
future predictions.  The announcement by the Secretary of State for Transport of a review of 
vehicle emissions, made after the start of this consultation, means that there is now an 
opportunity to revisit the air quality projections in the light of more robust evidence in which the 
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public can have confidence.  The results of this review must be reflected in the final Air Quality 
Plan. 

 The lack of transparency inherent in the modelling predictions and policy measures assumed in 1.8
the Plan is a very serious shortcoming of the consultation given that the robustness of this Plan 
will be critical both to the European Commission’s consideration of it, and to the UK Government 
in coming to a decision on whether a 3rd runway at Heathrow, as recommended by the Airport’s 
Commission, could be supported at the current time whilst meeting the UK’s legal air quality 
obligations. 

 We consider that this lack of transparency must cast serious doubt on the validity and lawfulness 1.9
of policy making based on a defective Consultation process. 

 In the absence of a thorough understanding of the modelling and underlying assumptions in the 1.10
Plan and of the mitigation measures proposed, such as any CAZs within London, our comments 
are therefore limited at this stage to highlighting these omissions, and questioning the Plan, 
rather than being able to comment as constructively as we could had there been full disclosure of 
the Plan’s evidence base. In short, we have been prevented from providing a consultation 
response with the level of detail that we would have wished to include because of the failure of 
the consultation to provide sufficient information to enable us to understand the background work 
that underlies the draft Plan. 

 This response is structured as follows: 1.11

• In Section 2 we set out our observations on the robustness of the baseline modelling 
predictions set out in the plan in regard to vehicle emission factors. We also comment on 
the “alternative scenario” considered in the Plan, which makes allowance for known 
differences between vehicle emissions in test environments and emissions in real-world 
driving conditions.  

• In Section 3 we comment on the assumptions for Clean Air Zones and the related 
streamlined Pollution Climate Model modelling (SL-PCM) as set out in the Draft Evidence 
Annex. 

• In Section 4 we summarise in brief terms a number of other matters that give rise to 
concern about the soundness and validity of the baseline model predictions. 

• In Section 5 we consider the implications of the draft Plan for the Government’s 
forthcoming decision on the location of the next runway. We also draw attention to the 
Airports Commission’s novel, and in our view wholly incorrect, interpretation of the legal 
requirements of the EC Air Quality Directive and we invite the Government to take steps 
to ensure that the Plan is clear and correct in its interpretaion of the relevant legal 
obligations. 

• In Section 6, we respond to the six consultation questions. 

 Attached to our submission are five supporting Appendices: 1.12

• Appendix 1 is a copy of the Environmental Information Request we submitted to Defra. 

• Appendix 2 sets out our understanding of the legal framework for air quality, within which 
the Air Quality Plan will be taken forward and the Government’s decision on further 
runway development will need to be taken. 

• Appendix 3 is a report which we commissioned from the University of the West of 
England’s Air Quality Management Resource Centre, which considers the robustness of 
the vehicle emissions assumptions used in the baseline modelling. 
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• Appendix 4 sets out in more detail the concerns we summarise in Section 4 about the 
soundness of the modelled predictions set out in the Plan. 

• Appendix 5 is a note which considers the practicality and implications of Clean Air Zones, 
including the difficulties that would face the introduction of a Clean Air Zone for the area 
around Heathrow. 
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2. Vehicle Emission Factors and the ‘Alternative 
Scenario’ 

 The current draft Plan makes clear that the results of the modelling, and consequently the 2.1
predicted dates for compliance, are highly dependent on the assumptions made regarding the 
future emission performance of Euro 6/VI vehicles. The draft Plan acknowledges that there is 
uncertainty about those assumptions. 

 This section of our response, supported by the expert report that has been produced at our 2.2
request by the University of the West of England’s Air Quality Management Resource Centre 
(AQMRC), which is provided at Appendix 3 of this response, sets out our comments on the 
robustness of the vehicle emission assumptions that underpin the Plan’s predictions. 

 Gatwick understands that the baseline modelling predictions rely on updated information on 2.3
vehicle emission factors contained in COPERT1, and that this approach has been used by other 
EU Member states in the past. 

 However, as is now well known, and as the expert report provided by the AQMRC  demonstrates, 2.4
evidence is beginning to emerge that Euro 6/VI standards will almost certainly not be reflected in 
‘on the road’ driving conditions. 

 In a recent paper2 produced by the International Council on Clean Transportation the results of 2.5
testing on 32 Euro 6 diesel passenger cars using all the main forms of NOx control technology 
showed varying levels of conformity, but average emissions in a more ‘real world’ test cycle were 
between 2.3 and 8 times higher than those from the NEDC cycle currently used for emission 
testing. One car emitted 15 times the regulated emission level. 

 The disparity between ‘real-world’ and type approval testing is shown in a wide range of other 2.6
independent studies3, demonstrating previous emission control legislation has not resulted in the 
level of improvement in vehicle emissions in ‘on the road’ driving conditions that those emissions 
controls were designed to bring about. For example:  

• a study by the ICCT (2014). Using portable emissions measurement systems to assess 
the real-world emission behaviour of modern diesel passenger cars this study found that 
NOx emissions were “estimated at 7 times the certified emission limit for EURO 6 
vehicles” and ranged from one (i.e. equivalent) to 25.4 times for the worst vehicle tested; 

• a study by Tate (2015). Testing of cars during the spring/summer of 2015 revealed that 
real-world NOx emissions from EURO 6 diesel engines are still on average 5 times higher 
than the specified EURO type approval requirement. 

 In fact it is now well established that the previous Euro 4 and 5 controls resulted in little or no 2.7
improvement in NO2 concentrations as ‘on the road’ emissions have been significantly higher 
than the emissions from vehicles measured under test conditions. 

 Such unrealistic optimism was clearly evidenced by the 2011 Air Quality Plan in which 2.8
compliance in over half of the UK zones was predicted by 2015 because of expected 

 
1 COPERT 4v11 - Computer Programme to Calculate Emissions from Road Transport 
2 White Paper produced by the International Council on Clean Transportation: NOx control technologies for Euro 6 Diesel passenger cars 

(September 2015) 
3 Section 1.4 of Appendix 3 of this submission summarises the findings of various independent reports including reports by Carslaw et al.  

(2011), Beevers et al. (2012), International Council on Clean Transportation (2014 and  2015), Transport for London  (2015), Tate (2015) 
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improvements in emission factors. This did not occur – indeed, according to the latest draft Plan, 
38 out of 43 zones in the UK remain above legal limits.  

 Whilst the latest Euro 6 controls appear likely to produce some improvement, the degree of 2.9
improvement in ‘real world’ driving conditions is still far from established due to the very limited 
data which is available.  

 Moreover the recent disclosure, post publication of the Draft Air Quality Plan, that at least one 2.10
major vehicle manufacturing group had used engine control software to manipulate test results 
reinforces the doubts that already existed over the real effectiveness of these tests, and therefore 
the uncertainty about the baseline projections. Significant media attention on “the VW scandal” 
has further undermined public confidence that laboratory based compliance testing ensures 
emission standards are met on the road. 

 In the light of these revelations, we welcome and commend the announcement made by the 2.11
Secretary of State for Transport that he has instructed the Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA) to 
carry out a programme of laboratory and real world testing in order to “get to the bottom of what 
the situation is for VW cars in the UK and understand the wider implications for other car types.”  
This is clearly essential to restore public confidence in emissions testing. However, to date, no 
timescale for this programme of tests has been announced, nor has the Government indicated 
how the results of this analysis will be applied in formulating the final version of the Air Quality 
Plan. If, for example, the review confirms that the gap between laboratory and real world test 
results is large and systemic across manufacturers (as previous studies have indicated – see 
above), this would cast further serious doubts on the baseline modelling assumptions that appear 
to have been used in the draft Air Quality Plan. 

 Gatwick considers that it will not be possible to understand the wider implications that this could 2.12
have for the adoption of an Air Quality Plan until this VCA review has been completed. 

 To be robust, the Air Quality Plan should therefore be based not on idealised scenarios that 2.13
assume that emission levels identified in laboratory test conditions are realised in the ‘real world’; 
rather they must be based on the emission levels that are actually produced by vehicles on the 
road in the real world. 

The “Alternative Scenario” 
 The draft Evidence Annex acknowledges that Euro 6 technology does not perform in the same 2.14

way on the road as under test conditions. For the reasons set out above, Gatwick is therefore 
pleased to see that the known disparity between test cycle results and real world performance is 
acknowledged in the draft Plan. We understand that some allowance may have been made in the 
baseline modelling for the disparity between ‘real world’ driving conditions and laboratory test 
results.  However, based on the range of evidence available, the baseline modelling remains 
considerably more optimistic than reported in a wide range of independent studies such as those 
referred to above. The Government has therefore also, in Gatwick’s view rightly, taken the step of 
assessing what it terms an “alternative scenario” which assumes vehicle emissions are five times 
higher than Euro 6 standards. 

 The alternative scenario, as reported in Section 6 of the Draft Evidence Annex, demonstrates the 2.15
significance of the Euro 6 technology not achieving its intended performance in practice. It shows 
that 30 out of the 43 zones (i.e. 70% of the zones) in the UK would be non-compliant with the 
limit value in 2020 (rather than just 8 under the ‘baseline’ assessment). 

 Gatwick can understand that there may be some attraction to the Government in using the latest 2.16
COPERT emission factors in its modelling. However, given the limited data and what is now 
known about the continuing disparity between ‘on the road’ and test performance of Euro 6 
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standard vehicles and the independent evidence, as reviewed in Appendix 3 of this submission, 
the “alternative scenario” is likely to be closer to what will happen in practice. It would therefore 
be far more realistic for the Government to base its Air Quality Plan on the modelled “alternative 
scenario” - which is likely to be more representative of ‘real world emissions’. 

 Gatwick also considers, for the reasons set out earlier, that this whole issue needs to be revisited 2.17
in the light of the results of the review of vehicle emissions being carried out by the VCA. Once 
that review is complete, and when the full Technical Report that underpins the Plan becomes 
available, it may well be found that there is an even more robust scenario on which to base the 
Plan. 

 If the more realistic “alternative scenario” is used, the Government’s Plan would still be valid if, as 2.18
appears likely, the latest COPERT vehicle emission factors are subsequently found to be overly 
optimistic. However, this is on the assumption that the actions contained in the Plan to meet Limit 
Values would be updated and augmented to close any gap left by any underperformance in Euro 
6 standards. Only by taking this approach can the Government ensure that in any event 
compliance would be achieved in the shortest possible time as required by law. 

 In summary, Gatwick has serious concerns about the robustness of the baseline assessment in 2.19
the draft Plan due to the use of vehicle emission factors that available evidence suggests are 
unrepresentative of emissions ‘on the road’ and are likely to prove overly optimistic. Gatwick 
therefore disagrees with the use of the latest COPERT emission factors and considers that the 
“alternative scenario” is likely to better reflect the reduction in vehicle emissions in real world 
conditions, rather than test cycles. The Plan should be based on the “alternative scenario” and 
this should be further revisited once the results of the current emissions testing review by the 
VCA are available. 

Findings from the Expert Review  by the University of the west of England’s Air 
Quality Management Resource Centre 

 The analysis set out above, which was produced by Gatwick and its consultants, has been 2.20
confirmed by an expert review carried out by the University of the West of England’s Air Quality 
Management Resource Centre (AQMRC). They conclude as follows: 

“… real-world emissions testing has identified that emissions are actually 5-7 times 
greater than those obtained from NEDC laboratory based tests and reflected within the 
COPERT 4 (v11) model. Accordingly, COPERT 4 (v11) is not considered to be an 
appropriate or realistic basis for modelling in the Air Quality Plan. The “alternative 
scenario” presented by Defra is considered to more closely reflect real-world emissions 
data and as such the AQMRC considers it more appropriate for use in determining the 
projected air quality impact within the proposed Plan. This conclusion should be reviewed 
following the completion of the VCA investigation.” 
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3. Clean Air Zones and the ‘SL-PCM’ Modelling 
 The Air Quality Plan’s Draft Evidence Annex reports the results of some further streamlined ‘SL-3.1

PCM’ modelling undertaken by Defra that tests the potential benefits of introducing CAZs in 
agglomeration zones and areas that are still predicted to be non-compliant in 2020. 

 However, this process has been purely a theoretical modelling exercise. The Plan contains no 3.2
specific proposals for such CAZs, let alone any commitment by Local Authorities to implement 
them. All that the Plan proposes is to establish a national CAZ framework that will provide some 
clarity and consistent approaches to follow for those Local Authorities who decide to set up CAZs. 

 The Air Quality Plan therefore leaves the setting up of CAZs entirely to the discretion of Local 3.3
Authorities and provides no information on the level of regulation (e.g. road closures or access 
controls) or daily vehicle charges that would be needed in order to achieve the compliance level 
that is modelled. Nor is there any evaluation of the implications (practical and political) of putting 
CAZs in place on such a scale. 

 One of the CAZs that has been modelled is a ‘Type D’ CAZ for Greater London – ‘Type D’ being 3.4
the most onerous type of zone assumed with strict controls on buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs and 
LGVs as well as cars.  However, not only are no details provided of this assumed CAZ but it is 
also unclear how it relates to the Mayor of London’s Central London Ultra Low Emission Zone 
(ULEZ). The Mayor’s ULEZ is properly reflected in the Plan, as it is a firm and clearly defined 
proposal that has already been consulted on extensively and is scheduled to be introduced in 
2020.  It is one of the most ambitious such schemes in the world. The Air Quality Plan appears to 
assume a London CAZ that is even more radical than that already planned, and that it will be 
implemented more quickly. It is difficult to see how this could be politically or practically delivered. 

 For Outer London, any CAZ would need to cover many roads on which it is simply impractical to 3.5
reduce traffic via regulation or charging in the timeframe envisaged. For example, it would clearly 
be very difficult, if not impossible, to introduce a CAZ which would control traffic on the busiest 
parts of the UK’s strategic road network such as the M4 and the M25 in the vicinity of Heathrow. 
Appendix 5 to this response explains in further detail the difficulties and barriers to establishing a 
CAZ in the area around Heathrow. These include: 

• The need to properly understand wider implications on for example traffic redistribution; 

• Potential negative effects traffic redistribution could have on traffic congestion and air 
quality outside the CAZ; 

• The regressive impact that a charge on private cars would have on poorer members of 
society living and working in the CAZ, who are likely to be least able to pay charges and 
upgrade their vehicles 

• The costs and impacts it would have on businesses and their employees in the zone 

• The level of cooperation needed from multiple parties and agencies for its introduction 

• Impacts and pressures on public transport infrastructure 

• How it might relate to a Heathrow Airport Congestion Charge 

 Furthermore the predicted change in concentrations with the assumed London CAZ is calculated 3.6
to be a reduction in 2020 from a maximum concentration of 71µg/m3 to 49µg/m3. Even if such a 
scheme could be implemented immediately, it is very questionable that such a huge reduction 
could be achieved in so short a period of time, as it appears to suggest that implementation of 
CAZs is straightforward, and that huge reductions in emissions can occur without very significant 
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side-effects - both practical and political. This is difficult to accept at face value for the reasons 
given above, especially as no such schemes have yet been implemented in the UK. 

 The lack of detail or any firm proposals or commitments for CAZs is a major weakness of the 3.7
Plan. The European Commission has previously ruled that, where low emission zones are merely 
optional, this does not allow the Commission to assess with enough certainty whether 
compliance can be achieved, and it rejected previous air quality plans as a result. The 
assumptions in the draft Plan regarding CAZs therefore risk resulting in rejection of the draft plan 
by the European Commission on this same basis. It seems clear that significant further work 
would need to be done to establish firm commitments to implement new CAZs, and to fully 
understand their implications, if they are to form a material part of a robust Plan that will be likely 
to satisfy the Commission. 

 At best, therefore, the reported improvements from CAZs reflected in the draft Plan are at this 3.8
stage only an assessment of hypothetical scenarios, with no real understanding of whether they 
could be implemented and delivered practically, what their costs would be on users, and what 
effects they might have on traffic redistribution and thus air quality in specific locations.  

 In these circumstances, the draft Air Quality Plan cannot be seen as providing a reliable 3.9
conclusion that London will become compliant by 2025 as predicted in the streamlined modelling. 
Using the more realistic “alternative scenario”, for the reasons we set out in this response, 
compliance after 2030 is the most likely outcome in the absence of firm new policies or 
measures. 
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4. Other Comments on the Soundness of the Air 
Quality Plan 

 In addition to concerns about the robustness and validity of the vehicle emissions and CAZ 4.1
assumptions, Gatwick has a number of other concerns about the soundness and robustness of 
the latest modelled predictions set out in the Plan. These are set out in more detail in Appendix 4 
but are summarised in the Table below. 

OTHER KEY CONCERNS 

Model Calibration - 
Comparison of 2013 modelled 

predictions with 2013 
monitoring data 

The draft Air Quality Plan is underpinned by the revised and updated PCM 
modelling results, but no information is presented on the degree of 

alignment between current monitored data and modelled predictions, or 
even whether any model verification against current data has been 

undertaken. 

Lack of clarity on what actions 
have and have not been 

included in the modelling 

The draft Air Quality Plan tabulates numerous actions by local authorities 
and others but it is not clear from the Plan what level of confidence the 

Government attaches to these measures. Nor is it clear which measures 
and changes have been included in the modelling. 

Lack of clarity on dates of 
expected compliance (5 year 

interval modelling) 

Modelling predictions are presented at 5 year intervals, which means that it 
is not clear when, more precisely, compliance might be achieved - a point 
that is especially important for the decision on airport capacity expansion. 

Source Apportionment 
The draft Air Quality Plan notes that there are different dominant NOx 

sources on motorways, primary roads and trunk roads. Mitigation measures 
should be tailored to address the specific problem at each location whereas 

at present the draft Plan does not address specific local issues. 
 

 These concerns add further weight to our view that the draft Plan is insufficiently robust, and that 4.2
the broad timeframes set out in the draft, for when zones are predicted to become compliant with 
the NO2 limits, are too optimistic.  
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5. Importance of Government’s Air Quality Plan for 
the decision on new runway capacity 

The importance of the correct legal interpretation of the Directive 

 The Government has committed to make an announcement on the location of the next runway 5.1
before the end of 2015.  The Air Quality Plan, including the improvements and measures 
proposed and the future modelled predictions, will be highly relevant to whether a Government 
decision supporting expansion at either Heathrow or Gatwick would be lawful and publicly 
acceptable. 

 In particular, the correct legal interpretation of the Air Quality Directive is of critical importance for 5.2
this decision, not least because the Directive is a legally binding obligation on the UK. 

 The Airports Commission’s recommendation in favour of a 3rd runway at Heathrow adopted a 5.3
legal interpretation of the Directive that Gatwick has been advised is entirely incorrect. That 
interpretation was that it would be lawful for the Government to permit a scheme that made air 
quality worse around Heathrow and in breach of legal limits, so long as another location in the 
Greater London agglomeration continues to be even worse, and the date for compliance of the 
zone as a whole is not prolonged. 

 Gatwick’s view, based on legal advice from eminent QCs who are expert in this field is that any 5.4
major development proposal must not cause a breach of the air quality limit value, or extend the 
time by which compliance with the limit values would otherwise be attained, throughput a zone 
or agglomeration. This interpretation is further supported by a recently published opinion of 
Robert McCracken QC instructed on behalf of Clean Air in London. 

 The Airport Commission’s interpretation would have a perverse effect, clearly out of line with the 5.5
objectives of the Air Quality Directive.  There would effectively be a benefit in retaining one 
extremely polluted location within a zone, to enable major development proposals that worsen air 
quality above legal limits to proceed elsewhere. 

 In Appendix 2 of this submission we provide further detailed legal explanation of why we consider 5.6
our interpretation is correct and why the Commission’s is wrong. 

 The general approach set out in the draft Air Quality Plan appears to concur with our view that 5.7
compliance is to be achieved throughout zones or agglomerations as soon as possible. 
However, in paragraph 115 of the UK Overview Document, there is a reference to principles in 
the national Networks Policy Statement which, although somewhat ambiguous in its use of the 
term “area”, could be read as having the same interpretation as the Airports Commission’s. 

 It is fundamental that the Plan fulfils the requirements of the relevant Directive, and that all of 5.8
those with an interest in the Plan (such as local authorities responsible for bringing forward 
measures to ensure compliance in the shortest time possible) are clear about the legal approach 
that has been adopted. An Air Quality Plan based on an erroneous or inadequate legal approach 
would fail to discharge the Government’s obligations to the Supreme Court.  It would face further 
legal challenge, leaving the UK still breaching European law and open to the imposition of 
substantial fines as a result of infraction proceedings. 

 This issue of clarification of the correct  legal interpretation is crucial for the Air Quality plan as it 5.9
will determine the degree of urgency with which local authorities and others involved need to 
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bring forward measures to remedy exceedances of limit values (i.e. “do exceedances need to be 
addressed now, or can we wait until the Marylebone Road improves?”). 

 Clarification of the correct legal interpretation is also crucial for the decision on airport capacity 5.10
expansion. The Airport Commission's interpretation would allow the expansion of Heathrow even 
though this would result in a worsening of air quality over a period of years in locations where the 
NO2 limit value is already exceeded. Gatwick considers that this interpretation is flawed and that 
to allow the expansion of Heathrow would be unlawful. 

The Position at Heathrow 

 Air quality around Heathrow is currently amongst the worst in London and has shown little sign of 5.11
improvement. Indeed, ongoing monitoring shows that air quality in some locations close to 
Heathrow has actually deteriorated in recent years. 

 PCM model predictions by Defra, published in 2014, suggested that in 2030 (20 years after the 5.12
legislative deadline for NO2 compliance) the A4 Bath Road at Heathrow would be the second 
most polluted road link in London, behind only Marylebone Road. Not only were levels predicted 
to be some 20% above the NO2 annual mean limit, but concentrations were predicted to 
deteriorate between 2025 and 2030. 

 Heathrow’s own assessment work on its North West Runway proposal, suggested that the 5.13
operation of a third runway would not delay the timeframe for compliance with Limit Values in the 
Heathrow area. However, this relied, amongst other things, on the incredible claim that Heathrow 
with a third runway (and with the airport then serving an additional 60 million additional 
passengers per year, with an additional 35,000 airport staff and over 1.5 million additional tonnes 
of freight) would not lead to any increase in airport road traffic. 

 In doing its own detailed modelling work, the Airports Commission rightly rejected this irrational 5.14
claim. Its assessment showed that in 2030, a section of the A4 Bath Road would, with a third 
runway, become the most polluted location in London – the Limit Value still being exceeded by 
some 20%. In other words any improvements that might be experienced over the next 15 years 
would be wiped out as a result of the coming into operation of a third runway. 

 The Commission concluded, however, that with potential mitigation measures around Heathrow, 5.15
Marylebone Road would be slightly more polluted than the A4 Bath Road. It therefore 
recommended that Heathrow expansion could be progressed because the cause of delay in 
compliance of the London agglomeration as a whole would be concentrations along Marylebone 
Road. 

 This conclusion unrealistically assumes that all parts of London would improve at exactly the 5.16
same rate over the next 15 years, and that no specific mitigation measures would be introduced 
to address the problem at Marylebone Road. 

 It is also based upon a legal approach which we consider to be incorrect. We have commented 5.17
earlier on the importance of the Plan being based on a correct legal interpretation of the 
requirements of the Directive. 

 We have also made a number of other criticisms of the Airports Commission’s analysis, including 5.18
for example that its assessment of Heathrow did not consider the air quality implications arising 
from the massive disruption to road traffic during construction and was likely, for a number of 
other reasons, to have understated the effects of Heathrow expansion and overstated the impact 
of mitigation measures. 
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 We note that the draft Air Quality Plan includes measures to reduce emissions from construction 5.19
operations (such as mobile plant and machinery) and we ask the Government to be clear in the 
Air Quality Plan about the relevance of construction impacts on legal compliance, i.e. does it 
consider that Limit Values should govern the construction phase of major projects or not? 

The Draft Air Quality Plan and the Heathrow 3rd Runway Scheme 
 For all the reasons set out in this response, it appears highly unlikely that the Heathrow area will 5.20

be compliant by 2025, or indeed 2030. 

 Using the more prudent “alternative scenario” for vehicle emissions, compliance would not be 5.21
expected until after 2030. 

 On this basis, the Government could not lawfully or credibly support a new runway at Heathrow 5.22
opening in 2026 as this would worsen air quality in areas that were already non-compliant (and 
so delay compliance in those areas). 

 To rely on the very optimistic projections in this draft Plan, and to support a Heathrow option on 5.23
that basis, would create huge project and legal risk: if NO2 concentrations did not fall in practice 
as predicted, the project would need to be delayed or new capacity not brought into operation. 
This, in turn, would lead to very serious questions about the viability of financing the Heathrow 
option. 

 Based on our understanding of the Directive’s compliance requirements, a third runway at 5.24
Heathrow could be supported by Government only if a robust Air Quality Plan demonstrated that 
there will be sufficient “headroom” to absorb the additional emissions caused by construction and 
operation of that new runway, so that compliance with the Limit Values in the Heathrow Area will 
not be delayed compared to the position that would occur if the third runway were not constructed 
and operated. There is currently no reliable evidence that these conditions can be met.  

 Government will therefore need to decide either to defer its decision until the work necessary to 5.25
produce a robust Plan has been completed, or else to conclude that the Heathrow scheme is 
unlikely to comply with legal air quality limits this side of 2030. 

The Position at Gatwick 

 Air Quality around Gatwick is currently well within NO2 limit values. 5.26

 Work undertaken by the Airports Commission, demonstrates that a second runway would not 5.27
cause any breach of the NO2 limit values in the future. This work was based on a less optimistic, 
more robust, PCM modelling approach than that which is set out in the draft Air Quality Plan. 

The Draft Air Quality Plan and the Gatwick Second Runway Scheme 
 Whilst we have severe doubts about the soundness of the revised and significantly more 5.28

optimistic baseline projections as set out in the draft Air Quality Plan, there continues to be no 
evidence or reason, on air quality grounds, to suggest that Gatwick could not lawfully be taken 
forward. 
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6. Responses to Consultation Questions 
Question 1: Do you consider that the proposed plan set out in the overview 
document strikes the right balance between national and local roles? 

 Gatwick does not consider that the draft Plan strikes the right balance between national and local 6.1
roles, for reasons that are set out below. 

 It is accepted that a combination of local and national measures will be needed to accelerate 6.2
compliance and that, as non-compliance becomes more localised, increasing attention will need 
to focus on local measures. 

 However, at the present time, there are some zones, such as Greater London, where non-6.3
compliance with limits is widespread and many of the pollution sources are not under the control 
of local authorities. In these areas, central Government and its agencies, including Highways 
England and TfL will need to take a lead in bringing forward and ensuring measures are 
introduced. 

 The Mayor’s ULEZ is a good example of how problems in a large part of central London can be 6.4
addressed, though this still falls short of what is needed to achieve legal compliance. However, 
there are different practical issues where London’s strategic highway network and other major 
pollution sources are involved. Currently the Government appears to be relying too heavily on 
local authorities to solve problems of air quality. For example, local authorities do not have the 
necessary legislative or regulatory powers to establish CAZs or to control the emission sources 
that cause the problem, or contribute to it. The Government will therefore need to be directly 
involved, or give new powers to local authorities and other statutory organisations such as 
Highways England, to deliver some of the measures set out in the Plan. 

 CAZs are obviously a potential measure but need to be fully considered before they can be 6.5
brought forward and relied upon in the Plan. The draft Plan’s consideration of the potential 
implications of CAZs is superficial.  At this stage, no detailed consideration or understanding 
exists of their potential geographic areas, their impacts and their effects, including potential 
consequences for traffic redistribution and wider social and economic implications for those living 
and working within zones. In a conurbation of the scale of London, the potential consequences 
and practical difficulties of implementing this type of scheme are extremely complex and difficult 
to predict. It is difficult to understand for example, as explained in Appendix 5 of this submission, 
how a CAZ could realistically be implemented by a local authority to restrict vehicles entering the 
CAZ around an airport or on the strategic highway network. It is therefore simplistic to rely on 
CAZs in the way the draft Plan does. Going forward, much stronger policy measures will need to 
be introduced and mandated. 

Question 2: Are you aware of any other action happening in your area which will 
improve air quality and should be included in the plan? If yes, please identify as far 
as you are able: 
a. What the additional actions are; 
b. The zone(s) in which they are being taken; and 
c. What the impact of those actions might be (quantified impacts would be 
particularly useful). 

 Gatwick is disappointed that the South East Plan does not refer to the measures being taken by 6.6
Gatwick Airport in its Air Quality Action Plan.  

 Measures being taken by Gatwick include: 6.7
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• Continuous monitoring of air quality around the airport has been on-going since 1992 in 
partnership with Reigate and Banstead Borough Council. 

• We look to build on the current comprehensive monitoring and management programme 
we have in place with the Council and continue to contribute £65,000 per annum in 
support of this.  

• Emissions performance since the creation of the Horley Air Quality Management Area 
(AQMA) has been very good; the latest annual air quality report from the Council 
highlights a continual trend of reducing NO2, with none of the AQMA monitoring sites 
recording a breach of the 40 µg/m3 limit. 

• In 2015 we will contribute £40,000 to purchase new air quality monitoring equipment. 

• Restrictions are in place governing the use of aircraft auxiliary power units. 

• All stands are equipped with fixed electrical ground power thus removing the need for 
continued aircraft auxiliary power unit usage. 

• Aircraft operators are encouraged to utilise reduced engine taxiing procedures on the 
airfield. 

• Reduced need for on-airfield aircraft holding due to the full implementation of Airport 
Collaborative Decision Making4. 

• Gatwick Direct established. This is a partnership between Gatwick Airport and DHL and is 
responsible for security screening and transporting all deliveries to airside 
concessionaires and business partners. Whereas each concessionaire or partner used to 
utilise their own delivery vehicles and drivers, DHL now meets the inbound deliveries at 
the Gatwick Logistics Consolidation Centre, a 47,000 square feet facility which screens 
the goods and delivers them for the 'final mile' direct to door. In the first year of operation, 
the number of vehicles travelling 'airside' reduced by 20%. 

• Random checks undertaken of vehicles in use on the airfield to ensure emissions 
compliance. 

• Electrical charging points installed for electric baggage vehicles. 

• Age restriction in place for vehicles introduced to the airside environment. 

• The Airport’s Surface Access Strategy also contains a number of strategies, actions and 
measures to promote passengers and staff use of public transport and reduce travel by 
private car. 

 Gatwick’s current Air Quality Action Plan and Surface Access Strategy and Staff Travel Plan are 6.8
available here: 

http://www.gatwickairport.com/globalassets/publicationfiles/business_and_community/all_public_
publications/2011/airquality_v2.pdf 

http://www.gatwickairport.com/business-community/corporate-responsibility/sustainability-
strategy/surface-access/ 

 
4 Airport Collaborative Decision Making aims to improve the overall efficiency of operations at an airport, with a particular focus on the aircraft 

turn-round and pre-departure sequencing process 

http://www.gatwickairport.com/globalassets/publicationfiles/business_and_community/all_public_publications/2011/airquality_v2.pdf
http://www.gatwickairport.com/globalassets/publicationfiles/business_and_community/all_public_publications/2011/airquality_v2.pdf
http://www.gatwickairport.com/business-community/corporate-responsibility/sustainability-strategy/surface-access/
http://www.gatwickairport.com/business-community/corporate-responsibility/sustainability-strategy/surface-access/
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Question 3: Within the zone plans there are a number of measures where we are 
unable to quantify the impact. They are included in the tables of measures. Do you 
have any evidence for the impact of these types of measures? 

 It is clearly a matter of concern that the zone plans contain many measures whose impact the 6.9
Government cannot quantify. In our view, where the impacts of measures cannot be quantified, 
these measures should be given very limited weight in the overall analysis. 

 We note, however, that some Boroughs have estimated the target emissions reductions of 6.10
measures proposed. By way of example, Hillingdon quantifies the target benefit of 113 measures 
on page 172 et seq.of the draft Plan for the Greater London Urban Area. Measure 3.5: Low 
Emission Zones, for example, had a target emissions reduction of 0.009%. 

 In our view, the quantification of target emissions reductions for the types of measures identified 6.11
by Hillingdon is a good starting point for other similar measures identified elsewhere. 

 Clearly Gatwick is most familiar with measures taken at airports. In this regard it is important to 6.12
note that the measures affecting on-airport operations such as aircraft taxiing, the running of 
aircraft tail-fin auxiliary power units, aircraft engine emissions during take-off and landing, and 
airport airside and landside vehicles fleets, tend to have limited impact on emissions in local 
areas off-airport compared to the impacts of airport-related surface access traffic on the 
surrounding road networks. 

 That is not to suggest that these airport operational measures are not important, rather to point 6.13
out that the greatest impacts airports have in local areas surrounding airports tends to be derived 
from road traffic. Road traffic is therefore the issue that is of most direct relevance to air quality 
management around airports. 

 Air quality modelling is inherently uncertain. It is therefore normal practice, in areas where air 6.14
quality is approaching or exceeding limits and standards and where air quality assessments are 
required, to evaluate the effects of a proposed development using a conservative approach. 
Gatwick urges the Government to adopt a similar approach in the preparation of the Air Quality 
Plan by basing it on the “alternative scenario” and to consider the measures set out in the zone 
plans in the context of that more realistic “alternative scenario”. This should be further revisited 
once the results of the current emissions review by the VCA are available. 

 For other measures, such as congestion charge zones and CAZs, the local and regional impacts 6.15
and effects on air quality are difficult to quantify. This is because the actions taken by road users 
in response to such zones are very hard to predict and impacts on wider traffic redistribution and 
congestion effects are therefore difficult to quantify with any accuracy. Such zones and schemes 
need to be considered in a wider geographical context because of potential adverse effects on air 
quality in other areas. 

 Studies that Gatwick has undertaken on the air quality effects that would result from the 6.16
construction of Heathrow Runway 3 (caused by the extensive temporary road closures and traffic 
restrictions on major arterial roads around Heathrow) demonstrate clearly the inherent risks to air 
quality over a much wider area as a result of traffic redistribution and congestion. 

Question 4: Do you agree that a consistent framework for Clean Air Zones, 
outlined in section 4.3.6 of the UK overview document, is necessary? If so, do you 
think the criteria set out are appropriate? 

 Gatwick agrees that a consistent framework for CAZs would be helpful. 6.17
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 However, it is implementation of the actual CAZs themselves that will deliver improvements in 6.18
emissions. As noted in this response, no CAZs have yet been formally proposed or specified, and 
no information has been provided to establish whether those assumed are practically or politically 
deliverable. 

 As explained earlier, Gatwick has severe doubts that CAZs will be able to be introduced in all 6.19
areas most severely affected within the timescales envisaged in the Plan. They certainly cannot 
be introduced without thorough appreciation of wider implications and practicalities of their 
introduction.  For example, as we have shown in Appendix 5 of this response, it would clearly be 
very difficult, if not impossible, to introduce a CAZ which would limit traffic on the busiest parts of 
the UK’s strategic road network, such as the M4 and the M25 in the vicinity of Heathrow. 

Question 5: What do you consider to be the barriers that need to be overcome for 
local authorities to take up the measures set out in section 4 of the UK overview 
document? How might these be overcome? Are there alternative measures which 
avoid these barriers? 

 Air quality is proving to be an intractable problem in some of the UK’s most built up and 6.20
congested areas, because of continuing growth of road traffic, increasingly difficult road traffic 
conditions and the failure of vehicle emissions standards to be achieved ‘on the road’. The 
principal way to address this is through the enforcement and continuing improvement of vehicle 
emissions standards. Until vehicle emissions are addressed, and vehicles perform ‘on the road’ in 
accordance with standards, it is very difficult to solve problems in the most seriously affected 
areas. 

 Apart from the issues already mentioned in relation to introduction of CAZs, and the usual 6.21
financial / resources issues, we do not see that there are major barriers to the measures set out 
in section 4.3 of the Overview document.  We endorse, in particular, section 4.3.2, Infrastructure 
and land use planning, subject to the comments we have made previously about the legal 
interpretation of compliance with limit values.  

 Indeed the Overview document highlights many innovative initiatives already being carried out by 6.22
a number of Local Authorities which offer examples of best practice. 

 Another obvious measure is to seek to redistribute traffic away from areas where the most severe 6.23
problems occur, through spatial planning decisions. 

Question 6: Are you aware of any additional action on non-transport sources to 
improve air quality 

 As noted above, airports include non-transport sources and have a role to play both by controlling 6.24
their on-site direct emissions and by influencing emissions of users and visitors. 

 We have provided information above on the measures Gatwick is taking to control emissions 6.25
from airport sources. 

 In an area such as that around Heathrow Airport, where there are particularly marked breaches of 6.26
the Air Quality limit values, the Air Quality Plan will need to consider and address the particular 
characteristics of the emissions giving rise to the breaches and the policy response to be adopted 
by the UK to ensure that the limit value will be attained in the shortest possible time. 

 Thus, the UK Government should consider whether some or all of the mitigation identified by 6.27
Heathrow as being associated with a third runway scheme should be included in the Plan in any 
event, and as such form part of the baseline against which a third runway scheme is measured. 
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 For example, one potential option to reduce vehicle emissions that Heathrow has suggested 6.28
might help to enable a third runway to be brought forward, without breaching or delaying 
compliance with Limit Values, is the introduction of an airport congestion charging zone. Gatwick 
has serious doubts about the scale of benefits such a scheme could offer, and the effects it might 
have on areas outside the charging zone as a result of traffic avoiding any chargeable areas. 
However, if such a scheme could be introduced for a 3 runway airport without causing undue 
harm elsewhere, it could obviously be introduced for the current airport. Indeed, this seems to be 
consistent with the thrust of CAZs and there is no obvious reason why this should be delayed by 
making it contingent on a third runway at Heathrow. 
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Appendix 1: Gatwick Environmental Information 
Request 



 

CONSULTATION ON DRAFT PLANS TO IMPROVE AIR QUALITY – TACKLING 
NITROGEN DIOXIDE IN OUR TOWNS AND CITIES 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION REQUEST MADE TO DEFRA BY GATWICK 
AIRPORT AND INFORMATION RECEIVED IN RESPONSE 
 

 
Information Requested (on 6th October 2015) Information Received (as at 3rd 

November 2015) 
Baseline assessment results for the PCM links around Heathrow 
and Gatwick airports and across the Greater London Urban 
Area for annual mean NO2/NOx for 2013, 2020, 2025 and 
2030. Including, for the avoidance of doubt: 
a. A4 Bath Road links 56114 and 16112 
b. A23 Airport Way, Gatwick 
c. A23 London Road, Gatwick 
d. A2011 Crawley Avenue, Crawley 
 

None 

Results for the SP-PCM ‘alternative scenario’ for the PCM 
links around Heathrow and Gatwick airports and across the 
Greater London Urban Area for annual mean NO2/NOx for 
2020, 2025 and 2030, as outlined in the consultation Draft 
Evidence Annex. Including, for the avoidance of doubt, A4 
Bath Road links 56114 and 16112 
 

None 

Background concentrations in Heathrow and West London 
derived from the latest PCM model 
 

None 

Source apportionment for NOx concentrations on the PCM 
links around Heathrow with the five highest predicted NO2 
concentrations. Including, for the avoidance of doubt, A4 Bath 
Road links 56114 and 16112 
 

None 

The emission data for Euro 6/VI vehicles used in the air quality 
modelling for the previous 2014 reporting and the draft 2015 
Plan (for baseline year, 2020, 2025 and 2030) 
 

We have been told that the 
information used in the revised 
modelling has been taken from 
the latest version of Copert. This 
allows some assessment of the 
assumptions but Copert does not 
provide detailed information on 
future fleet mix and possible 
failure or tampering rates 
assumed.  



 

Information Requested (on 6th October 2015) Information Received (as at 3rd 
November 2015) 

Details of the links and geographical coverage of the London 
Clean Air Zone (CAZ) modelled in the 2015 draft Plan. 
 
Details of other assumptions used in the modelling for the 
London CAZ; in particular on: 
 
a. the level of traffic reduction on both local and strategic roads; 
b. the change of traffic mix on both local and strategic roads; 
and 
c. what policy instruments, if any, have been assumed for the 
CAZ to achieve these reductions – whether regulatory or 
charging mechanisms 
Within the inner London area to be covered by the London 
Ultra Low Emission Zone from 2020, what additional measures 
have been assumed will be included in the Clean Air Zone to 
further reduce the level of NO2 concentrations, and are these 
assumed to supersede, or be additional to, the ULEZ charges? 
 
From what date does the modelling assume the new London 
CAZs will be implemented?  Details of how quickly the CAZ 
reduces the level of NOx emissions, and the impact on NO2 
concentrations, following implementation 
 

None 

High definition versions of the maps of predicted NO2 
concentrations in the Greater London and South East plan 
(ideally in GIS format) 
 

None 

Tabulated predicted annual average NO2 concentrations from 
the PCM model within the Greater London Urban Area for the 
baseline year, 2020, 2025 and 2030. 
 

None 

Details of the model validation comparing predicted and 
measured NO2/NOx concentrations (particularly in London) 
 

None 
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Appendix 2: Legal Framework 
Introduction 

1. The 2008 ambient air quality directive (2008/50/EC) sets legally binding limits for concentrations 
in outdoor air of major air pollutants that impact public health such as particulate matter (PM10 
and PM2.5) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). 

2. The UK has transposed the 2008 Directive into English law by means of the Air Quality 
Standards Regulations 2010 (“the 2010 Regulations”). The primary obligations upon the UK 
Government (and Secretary of State) will therefore derive from the 2010 Regulations. 

3. However, there are a number of matters that are relevant to considering obligations transposed 
from EU Directives: 

a) The UK is obliged to transpose the 2008 Directive by virtue of the provisions of the EC Treaty. 

b) There further arises upon the State, which includes a Minister and/or a Court, the obligation to 
take such action as will nullify any breach of Community law. (See Francovich v Italy [1991] 
ECR I-5357 at [36]) 

c) This may be achieved by the interpretation of national law in the light of the wording and 
purpose of the directive, if possible. If it is not possible, then it is European law that must be 
applied. (Marleasing [1990] ECR I-4135 [8]) 

d) There is a duty upon member States arising from under Article 4(3) of the Treaty of the 
European Union to refrain from taking action that could jeopardise the attainment of the 
Union’s objectives. (See Inter Environment Wallonie [1996] Env LR 625.) 

e) A national law in conflict with the directive must be set aside. (Simmenthal [1978] ECR 69 
[21–22].)  

4. It follows that the 2010 Regulations are: 

i) To be applied in a manner that ensures that the UK does not take action which could 
jeopardise the attainment of the EU’s objectives for Air Quality; and 

ii) To be interpreted purposively so as to give effect to the objectives of the 2008 Directive. It is 
thus necessary to identify what the objectives of the 2008 Directive are. 

The Objectives of the 2008 Directive 

5. The recitals within the 2008 Directive are particularly informative as to its objectives. 

Recital (1) states that there is a: 
 “…need to reduce pollution to levels which minimise harmful effects on human health, 
paying particular attention to sensitive populations, and the environment as a whole…” 

Recital (9) states: 
“Air quality status should be maintained where it is already good, or improved. Where the 
objectives for ambient air quality laid down in this Directive are not met, Member States 
should take action in order to comply with the limit values and critical levels, and where 
possible, to attain the target values and long-term objectives.” 

6. It follows that the objectives of the 2008 Directive include taking action to reduce pollution to 
levels that minimise harmful effects on human health. This is to be achieved through taking action 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:152:0001:0044:EN:PDF
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to comply with air quality “limit values”. In other words, it is an objective of 2008 Directive that 
Member States must take action to: 

i) Ensure that air quality limit values are achieved; and 

ii) Ensure that, once achieved, air quality limit values are not exceeded again. 

7. Thus, the Courts will approach questions of interpretation of the 2008 Directive and the 2010 
Regulations with a view to achieving these objectives. 

8. The 2008 Directive defines a “limit value” as:  

“a level fixed on the basis of scientific knowledge, with the aim of avoiding, preventing or 
reducing harmful effects on human health and/or the environment as a whole, to be 
attained within a given period and not to be exceeded once attained.” 

9. The 2008 Directive goes on to require Member States to define “zones and agglomerations”. 
These are areas to which the limit values will apply. 

10. Article 13(1) then provides: 

“Member States shall ensure that, throughout their zones and agglomerations, levels 
of sulphur dioxide, PM10, lead, and carbon monoxide in ambient air do not exceed the 
limit values laid down in Annex XI. 

In respect of nitrogen dioxide and benzene, the limit values specified in Annex XI may not 
be exceeded from the dates specified therein. 

Compliance with these requirements shall be assessed in accordance with Annex III. 

The margins of tolerance laid down in Annex XI shall apply in accordance with Article 
22(3) and Article 23(1).” (emphasis added) 

11. Thus, there is a duty imposed by Article 13(1) upon Member States to ensure that the limit values 
for NO2 are met throughout all zones and agglomerations, by 2010 in respect of the NO2 limit 
value.  

12. This obligation has been transposed into English law by Regulation 17 (1) of the 2010 
Regulations.  

13. Article 12 of the Directive provides that, where levels of NO2 are below the limit value: 

“Member States shall maintain the levels of those pollutants below the limit values and 
shall endeavour to preserve the best ambient air quality, compatible with sustainable 
development”. 

14. This obligation has been transposed into English law by Regulation 17 (2) of the 2010 
Regulations. 

15. Where ground level concentrations are above the limit values within an agglomeration or zone, 
the Directive creates an obligation upon Member States to ensure that air quality plans are 
established in order to achieve the related limit values in the shortest possible time (see Article 
23). 
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16. In the ClientEarth decision the European Court of Justice noted: 

“As regards that content of the plan, it follows from the second sub-paragraph of Article 
23(1) of Directive 2008/50 that while Member States have a degree of discretion in 
deciding which measures to adopt, those measures must, in any event, ensure that the 
period during which the limit values are exceeded is as short as possible.” 
(emphasis added) 

17. Regulation 26 of the 2010 Regulations provides: 

Where the levels of … nitrogen dioxide … in ambient air exceed any of the limit values in 
Schedule 2…, the Secretary of State must draw up and implement an air quality plan so 
as to achieve that limit value or target value. 

The air quality plan must include measures intended to ensure compliance with any 
relevant limit value within the shortest possible time.” (emphasis added) 

18. The Air Quality Plan for Greater London is thus required to include measures necessary to 
ensure compliance with any relevant limit value within the shortest possible time. 

19. Article 13(1) makes it clear that attainment must be throughout the zone or agglomeration.  

20. It follows that the Greater London Air Quality Plan has to adopt measures that will ensure that the 
NO2 limit values are attained in the shortest possible time throughout the zone or 
agglomeration. 

21. This is different to the legal interpretation adopted by the Airports Commission in its air quality 
assessment of Heathrow Airport. In its Final Report the Commission concluded that it would be 
lawful for the Government to permit a scheme that made air quality worse around Heathrow and 
in breach of limits, as long as another location in London (Marylebone Road) continues to be 
even worse and the date for compliance of the agglomeration as a whole is not prolonged. 

22. Gatwick considers the Commission’s approach to be an entirely incorrect interpretation of the 
duties under the Air Quality Directive. It is wrong in law. It has no foundation when considered 
against the stated Objectives of the Directive and the wording of the primary duty contained in 
Article 13.  

23. It is an approach which, if adopted, would have the perverse effect of allowing a Member State to 
let air quality deteriorate at locations within an agglomeration where the Limit Value is exceeded 
so long as there is a location elsewhere within that agglomeration which has a greater degree of 
breach of the limit value and which would attain the limit value last.  

24. Such an approach is contrary to the Objectives of the Air Quality Directive and the 2010 
Regulations, since it would allow air quality to worsen in locations where there is currently a 
breach of limit values. 

25. Gatwick believes that the correct interpretation is as stated in para. 20 above, and that this 
means that the UK Government, in formulating and adopting its Air Quality Plan, is required by 
law to: 

• Consider all potential policy responses that might assist in achieving the objectives of the 
Directive; 

• Select a suite of policy responses that ensures that the limit value is attained throughout a 
zone or agglomeration in the shortest possible time. 
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26. Gatwick considers it is essential that the Air Quality Plan makes clear the legal interpretation that 
has been adopted for the formulation of the policies in the Plan, and whether or not that approach 
reflects the same interpretation as has been applied by the Airports Commission. 
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Appendix 3: Expert Review of Vehicle Emissions 
Assumptions 



 
Expert Review of Vehicle Emissions Assumptions in the 
draft Air Quality Plan.  
 

1.1 Introduction 

The Air Quality Management Resource Centre, University of the West of England, Bristol, 

have been commissioned by Gatwick Airport Ltd to advise on the robustness of COPERT 4 

(v11) and the “alternative scenario” assumptions on vehicle emissions set out in the draft Air 

Quality Plans. In discharging this request, AQMRC have critically examined the literature to 

assist in identifying the strengths and weaknesses of COPERT 4 (v11) within the context of 

this Plan. This Annex therefore provides an expert report which considers further the 

appropriateness of the COPERT vehicle emissions assumptions used in the baseline 

modelling and the soundness of the baseline projections / assumptions on compliance. The 

report also considers the implications of the VCA investigation announced by the Secretary 

of State for Transport following the recent revelations of the falsifying of vehicle emissions 

tests. 

1.2 An overview of COPERT 4 (v11) and the Pollution Climate Mapping Model, and how they 
have been utilised within Defra’s proposed plan 

The Computer Programme to Calculate Emissions from Road Transport (COPERT) is 

coordinated by the European Environment Agency (EEA) within the framework of the 

activities of the European Topic Centre for Air Pollution and Climate Change Mitigation1. It is 

understood that the latest version is COPERT 4 (v11.3) (June 2015), which takes into 

consideration corrected cold-start emissions for diesel light duty vehicles. COPERT 4 (v11) 

has been applied to both the baseline modelling and the SL-PCM modelling within the 

proposed Air Quality Plan. Defra refer to the use of COPERT 4 (v11) in the consultation 

document, however it is not clear whether this is version 11.3 or earlier. 

Defra’s pollution climate mapping (PCM2) model provides estimated background 

concentrations of NOx and NO2 on a 1 km by 1 km grid across the UK and estimated 

                                                 

1 http://emisia.com/copert 

2 http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/research/air-quality-modelling?view=modelling 



concentrations of modelled NOx and NO2 for ~9,000 selected road links in the UK. The PCM 

is verified and adjusted against Automatic Urban and Rural Network (AURN) monitoring 

sites located across the UK. PCM modelling using the COPERT 4 emission factors has been 

used by Defra to identify eight zones and agglomerations that are projected to be non-

compliant by 2020. 

With a view to demonstrating compliance in six of these eight non-compliant zones, Defra 

have utilised a streamlined version of the PCM (SL-PCM) to model the impact of 

implementing Clean Air Zones (CAZs). It is not clear from the consultation document how 

the PCM model has been streamlined, nor what the input data, assumptions or the specific 

results of the SL-PCM modelling are in relation to the relevant zones. Defra should provide 

full details of the way in which the model has been derived, the input data and how the 

results have been verified. 

1.3 A review of the data and assumptions employed in utilising COPERT 4 (v11) within the 
proposed plan 

To understand the COPERT model’s validity which may impact the robustness of both 

baseline and SL-PCM modelling, it is important to know the assumptions used in the 

generation of data. For example, the data incorporated into COPERT 4 v11 are derived from 

the Handbook of Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA)3, developed by Infras, a 

Swiss research institute. The Passenger car and Heavy duty vehicle Emission Model 

(PHEM) developed by the University of Technology, Graz (TUG) is used to derive emission 

factors in HBEFA. This model was updated from HBEFA 3.1 (understood to have been used 

in COPERT 4 v10) to incorporate EURO 6 vehicle technologies in HBEFA 3.2 (understood to 

have been used in COPERT 4 v11), by adding improved models for exhaust gas after 

treatment simulation (for example diesel particulate filters) and by simulation of vehicle starts 

and stops. It is therefore considered more robust than previous versions. However, as noted 

in HBEFA 3.2, “For EURO 6 vehicles so far emission measurements on only 20 vehicles are 

available (covering 13 different vehicle models) and the representativeness of the sample for 

the fleet is assumed to be questionable as mainly premium class vehicles are currently 

available on the market”. 

Within the consultation, a number of assumptions are made regarding the modelling: 

 That the model includes the majority of link roads within each CAZ that exceed 40 

µg/m3.  

                                                 
3 http://www.hbefa.net/e/documents/HBEFA32_EF_Euro_5_6_TUG.pdf 



 That the CAZ will follow realistic boundaries where such exist. 

The definition of ‘realistic boundaries’ is vague and needs to be made clear by Defra. It 

would also be helpful to have identified the specific roads that were included in the model. 

In the absence of supporting information, the robustness of the baseline and SL-PCM 

modelling undertaken within the proposed Plan is subject to question. In order to facilitate a 

more thorough review of the PCM and SL-PCM developed by Defra’s consultants, and in 

order to determine their suitability for assessing compliance, the data used in its compilation 

need be publicly available for testing and confirmation of its utility by stakeholders. Defra 

should be requested to make these data available. 

It is unclear how Defra expect Local Authorities to engage with the implementation of a CAZ 

regime as no new powers or incentives appear to be forthcoming. Thus, if Local Authorities 

do not take up the opportunity to implement a CAZ, then the emissions reduction as 

modelled in these areas may not be achieved. Defra should publish any survey outcomes of 

Local Authority intentions to implement a CAZ. A clear assessment of the likelihood of CAZ 

implementation is required in order to justify the projected emissions reductions set out 

within the proposed Plan. 

1.4 Comparisons between COPERT 4 (v11) emissions against peer reviewed real-world 
testing data 

As noted above, COPERT 4 (v11) is the most recent version of the software tool coordinated 

by the European Environment Agency. Data used within several previous iterations of 

COPERT have been subjected to the New European Drive Cycle (NEDC4) emission testing 

programme which means that concerns held in previous years with regards to the 

discrepancy between real-world testing and type-approval testing remain valid. This section 

sets out several key sources in which this discrepancy is identified. 

Concerns have been raised that the NEDC chassis dynamometer test cycles are not 

representative of real world drive cycles (Carslaw et al., 20115; ICCT,  20146; Transport for 

                                                 
4 The NEDC emission testing programme is an assessment of a vehicle’s emissions during periods of constant 

acceleration, deceleration and speed. 

5 Carslaw, D.C., Beevers, S.D. Westmoreland, E. Williams, M.L. Tate, J.E., Murrells, T.Stedman, J. Li, Y., Grice, 

S., Kent, A. and I. Tsagatakis (2011). Trends in NOx and NO2 emissions and ambient measurements in the UK. 

Version: July 2011. 

6 http://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/ICCT_PEMS-study_diesel-cars_20141010.pdf 



London, 20157) on the basis that these tests do not account for the wide variability in driving 

styles exhibited by different vehicle owners. As such, real-world emissions (defined as in-

service emissions profiles) are far higher than those calculated by COPERT 4 (v11).  

Beevers et al. (2012)8 evaluated a number of NOx emissions factors and real-world roadside 

NOx and determined that real-world emissions could be 25% higher than current estimates in 

the UK and 31% higher in Greater London. Beevers et al. (2012) further note that, on a local 

scale, the discrepancy between real-world measurements of vehicle emissions and current 

emission factors introduces a large degree of uncertainty as to the reliability of using 

emissions inventories and dispersion models to determine compliance with NO2 limit values.  

Carslaw et al. (2011)9 noted that for diesel cars and vans the remote sensing detector data 

(real-time roadside testing) suggests that there has been little change in total NOx emissions 

over the past 20 years or so. Additionally, they identified that absolute emissions estimates 

from passenger cars are greater than COPERT 4 emission factors, which therefore suggests 

that total transport NOx emissions are higher than previously thought. 

More recent remote sensing studies undertaken by Tate (2015)10 identified that NOx 

emissions from diesel vehicles had not decreased since the introduction of EURO 3 until the 

introduction of EURO 6, despite a tightening of EURO standard regulations. A campaign of 

passenger car testing during the spring/summer of 2015 revealed that real-world NOx 

emissions from EURO 6 diesel engines are ~50% less than EURO 5 emissions but were still 

on average 5 times higher than specified by the EURO type-approval requirement (range 

from 0 - 1 g km-1 with diesel EURO 6 type approval limits at 0.08 g km-1) An ICCT report 

(2014) presented results from using portable emissions measurement systems (PEMS) to 

assess the real-world emission behaviour of modern diesel passenger cars. They found that 

                                                 
7 https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/In-

service%20emissions%20performance%20of%20Euro%206VI%20vehicles%20WEBSITE%20COPY.pdf 

8 Beevers, S. D, Westmoreland, E, de Jong, M. C, Williams, M. L, Carslaw, D. (2012) Trends in NOx and NO2 

emissions from road traffic in Great Britain. Atmospheric Environment. 54: 107-116. 

9 Carslaw, D.C., Beevers, S.D. Westmoreland, E. Williams, M.L. Tate, J.E., Murrells, T.Stedman, J. Li, Y., Grice, 

S., Kent, A. and I. Tsagatakis (2011). Trends in NOx and NO2 emissions and ambient measurements in the UK. 

Version: July 2011. 

10 Tate, J. (2015, 23rd October) Real Driving Emissions (RDE): Results from the 2015 remote sensing campaigns 

(UK). Presented at the Institute of Air Quality Management Routes to Clean Air Conference. 



NOx emissions were “estimated at 7 times the certified emission limit for EURO 6 vehicles” 

and ranged from one (i.e. equivalent) to 25.4 times for the worst vehicle tested.  

A more recent ICCT report11 noted that emissions from EURO 6 vehicles under two different 

testing conditions, the NEDC test cycle and the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test 

Cycle (WLTC)12, expected by the European Union to replace the NEDC test in 2017/2018, 

varied from 2.3 to 8 times NEDC emissions.  

It is understood that, in order to address the discrepancy between real-world emissions and 

NEDC test cycle analysis, Defra have advised (in response to an information request from 

London Borough of Hillingdon) that a conformity factor13 of 3.6 for EURO 5 vehicles and 2.8 

for EURO 6 “…is taken into consideration in the COPERT factors”. As noted by the 

European Commission, Member States meeting in the Technical Committee of Motor 

Vehicles agreed on providing more stringent type-approval testing regimes14. Specifically, “in 

a first step, car manufacturers will have to bring down the discrepancy to a conformity factor 

of maximum 2.1 (110%) for new models by September 2017 (for new vehicles by September 

2019) “. In addition, according to the European Commission, “currently produced Euro 6 

diesel cars exceed the NOx limit 4-5 times (400%) on average in real driving conditions 

compared to laboratory testing” Considering that there is ongoing debate about the correct 

conformity factor (or factors), clarification is required from Defra on their source of the factors 

reported to Hillingdon. 

In recognition of the unrepresentativeness of current emission factors, ERMES15, a 

European research group that oversees the development of COPERT, have specified 

requirements for the revision of emission factors: 

 Systematically selecting ambient conditions for on-road testing to take into account a 

variety of temperature conditions 

                                                 
11 http://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/ICCT_NOx-control-tech_revised%2009152015.pdf 

12 The WLTC, a more accurate lab-based assessment of on-road vehicle emissions than the NEDC is developed 

by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) 

13A conformity factor is the difference between the regulatory limit as tested in laboratory conditions and the 

values of real world emissions when the car is driven on a real road. 

14 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-5945_en.htm?locale=en 

15 http://www.hbefa.net/e/pdf/ERMES_NOX_EF_V20151009.pdf 



 Implemented within simulation tools to calculate emissions levels for the same 

representative driving conditions already used in EURO 0 to EURO 4 

 Perform on-road and chassis dynamometer tests in a lab to capture magnitude of 

difference between in-lab and on-road driving conditions in order to potentially correct 

existing emission factors 

 Potentially account for different climatic conditions with different vehicles. 

The difference between in-lab and on-road results was confirmed by Rory Stewart MP, 

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the Department for Environment, Food & Rural 

Affairs, during an Environmental Audit Committee hearing on diesel emissions and air quality 

on the 27th of October, when he acknowledged that “The euro VI [viz] standard is being 

broken by a factor of five…”16 In light of the information set out above we consider that a 

standardised analytical approach is required by Defra to derive a more accurate conformity 

factor for use in their modelling exercises until RDE type approval is introduced in 

2017/2018.  

In summary, a wide range of differences has been shown between average real-world 

emissions in several reviews and NEDC type-approval testing for EURO 6 emissions. Based 

on the literature presented, a more realistic conformity factor, based on real-world testing 

data, would be between 5 and 7 for EURO 6 (ICCT, 2014; Tate, 2015). This is supported in 

part by Figure 6.1 within the Draft Evidence Annex of the draft Air Quality Plan in which, 

despite the inclusion of conformity factors in the model, there is still a significant discrepancy 

between EURO 6 test standards and real-world emissions.  

1.5 An assessment of the alternative scenario 

The “alternative scenario” set out within the draft Air Quality Plan is based on emissions 

being 5 times the estimated test emissions. Under this assumption there would still be 30 

non-compliant zones or agglomerations in 2020 as opposed to eight based on PCM 

modelling.  

The data and assumptions used in arriving at this figure are not presented and clarification is 

required to determine their validity. Despite this, and as noted above, a more realistic 

conformity factor, would be between 5 and 7 for EURO 6. On this basis, and considering the 

                                                 
16  http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/27/uk-toxic-car-pollution-tests-delayed-by-lack-of-

equipment [Accessed on 27th October 2015] 

 



acknowledgement by Rory Stewart MP that real-world emissions are 5 times higher than 

Euro 6 limits, the “alternative scenario” assumptions are clearly more realistic than the 

current baseline and the Plan would be considerably more robust if the “alternative scenario” 

was to form the basis of the baseline modelled projections for compliance within the Plan, 

rather than the COPERT emission factors. 

1.6 An assessment of the soundness of Defra’s baseline projections and compliance with the 
EU ambient air quality directive based on information gathered in 1.2 – 1.5 

In the opinion of the AQMRC, based on the evidence presented above regarding the 

baseline modelling, and the lack of supporting evidence and data within the proposed Plan, 

it is considered unlikely that compliance in 42 zones will be achieved by 2020 and 

compliance achieved in the Greater London Urban Area by 2030 under the baseline 

modelling and 2025 under the SL-PCM Modelling. Despite no supporting information on the 

modelling undertaken using the “alternative scenario”, this assumption is clearly more 

consistent with evidence presented in the literature on the gap between real-world and 

NEDC test-cycle data, than is the baseline modelling. On this more realistic “alternative 

scenario” basis, according to Defra, 30 zones are unlikely to be compliant by 2020 and 

London, originally projected to be compliant by 2025 in the SL-PCM Modelling is not likely to 

be compliant until at least 2030, although the exact date has not been stated. 

1.7 An assessment of future NOx projections based on information gathered in 1.2 - 1.5 

As described by Tate (2015), due to the introduction of EURO 6, NOx emissions from the 

newest diesel cars have generally decreased to half that of EURO 5 diesel cars, although 

they are still up to 5 times higher than type-approval testing results would indicate. 

Considering this, NOx emissions are likely to decrease over the coming years as EURO 6 

vehicles become more widely available, but not at a rate, or in sufficient quantity, to meet 

Ambient Air Quality Directive requirements in many zones and agglomerations. It is likely 

that following the introduction of real-world driving emissions (RDE) testing as an intrinsic 

part of type-approval in 2017/2018, in-service emissions from vehicles purchased after its 

introduction are likely to be much closer to the test result. However, it is unclear how long 

such alignment between type approval emissions and real-world emissions will last under 

typical driving and maintenance conditions. Defra’s assumptions on the emissions 

performance in-service of vehicles on UK roads after the introduction of RDE should be 

made explicit. 



1.8 An assessment of the barriers for the effective interpretation of modelled emissions 
within the proposed Plan 

As noted above, the Plan lacks detail regarding the data and assumptions made when 

modelling projections of expected compliance. In light of this, the following barriers to an 

effective review of the proposed Plan are set out below: 

 It is not clear how the PCM model has been streamlined. Defra should provide full 

details of the way in which the model has been adjusted. 

 Clarification is required on the validity of the assumption within the model that there 

would be a 25% fleet turnover following the declaration of a CAZ. 

 The definition of ‘realistic boundaries’ and road links used within the model needs to 

be made clear. 

 Clarification is required as to the basis of the conformity factors used within the 

model. 

 Clarification is required regarding the data and assumptions used in calculating 

effects of the “alternative scenario” with emissions 5x type approval limits, and why 

this has not been used as the baseline scenario. 

 Defra’s assumptions on the emissions performance in-service of vehicles on UK 

roads after the introduction of RDE should be made explicit 

1.9 A summary of the appropriateness of using COPERT 4 (v11) and recent iteration of 
emission factors in regards to the proposed Air Quality Plan. 

Within the review of COPERT, two areas have been identified as being open to challenge, 

needing clarification and/or qualification.  

1) Firstly, as acknowledged by Defra within the proposed Plan and by others in the 
reviewed literature, there is a significant disparity between emissions measured in 
type-approval tests and those obtained in real-world driving conditions.  

2) Secondly, the conformity factors used by Defra to address these discrepancies are 
not supported within the literature and as such their validity is clearly open to 
question.  

Based on the literature, and on the comments made by Rory Stewart MP to the EAC, real-

world emissions of EURO 6 vehicles are typically between 5 and 7 times that of type 

approval tests. On this basis, it is considered that the use of COPERT 4 (v11), and its recent 

iteration of emissions factors, is inappropriate and that the “alternative scenario” presented 

within the proposed Plan represents, at the current time, a more realistic assessment of real-

world emissions.  



1.10 The purpose and likely outcome of the VCA investigation, including its impact on the 
proposed Plan 

Following recent vehicle emissions testing revelations, it was announced on September 24th 

2015 that the Vehicle Certification Agency would lead a probe into the vehicle emissions 

practices and that it would re-run past emissions testing if necessary. 

Transport Secretary Patrick McLoughlin MP has since made clear that “there now needs to 

be co-ordinated European work to establish trust in the testing process. As I highlighted to 

the Transport Council, driving emissions tests that reflect real-world performance must be 

introduced as quickly as possible””.17 The framework of this VCA investigation, its 

methodology and its expected timeframe, have not yet been set out and thus the impact on 

the proposed Air Quality Plan is unknown. These details should be made clear by the 

Department for Transport (DfT). 

We support the DfT/VCA review, particularly with regards to preventing this scenario from 

reoccurring, and would make the following recommendations: 

 An analysis should be made of vehicle manufacturers by engine class, primarily 

through direct comparison between their test vehicle and those vehicles as delivered 

on the road. 

 Vehicle manufacturers should demonstrate in-service performance at specified km-

travelled and compare with NEDC in-service performance undertaken in a range of 

driving styles and settings. 

 Stakeholders must calculate conformity factors appropriate for specific vehicles, 

roads and driving styles in order to best comply with NEDC emissions requirements 

1.11 Conclusions 

The aim of this review conducted by the AQMRC on behalf of Gatwick Airport Ltd was to 

determine whether COPERT 4 (v11) was an appropriate dataset to use as a baseline for 

determining compliance with the ambient Air Quality Directive. As noted within this review, 

real-world emissions testing has identified that emissions are actually 5-7 times greater than 

those obtained from NEDC laboratory based tests and reflected within the COPERT 4 (v11) 

model. Accordingly, COPERT 4 (v11) is not considered to be an appropriate or realistic 

basis for modelling in the Air Quality Plan. The “alternative scenario” presented by Defra is 

considered to more closely reflect real-world emissions data and as such the AQMRC 

considers it more appropriate for use in determining the projected air quality impact within 

                                                 
17 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/transport-secretary-statement-on-vehicle-testing-thursday-24-september  



the proposed Plan. This conclusion should be reviewed following the completion of the VCA 

investigation. Finally, the AQMRC have set out a number of strategies that would help 

mitigate against the discrepancy between real-world and type-approval tests 
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Appendix 4: Detailed Comments on the Soundness of 
the Plan 

No evidence of Verification of PCM Modelling Performance 

1. The Air Quality Plan is underpinned by, and is fundamentally reliant upon, the revised and 
updated PCM modelling results. However, no evidence of any model performance verification is 
provided in the draft Air Quality Plan. This is a serious omission and does not follow good 
practice for this type of assessment.  

2. It is very clear, however, that the PCM modelling undertaken for this Plan is dramatically different 
from PCM modelling undertaken in 2014. This follows the pattern of previous years, whereby 
PCM model predictions for the UK provided in air quality reporting to the EC have varied 
considerably from year to year in predictions made for future scenarios between 2015 and 2030. 

3. It is also known that the PCM model can predict concentrations which differ widely from those 
actually measured at monitoring locations. Given the uncertainty regarding predictions of future 
concentrations, it is vital that information regarding verification of the performance of the PCM 
model is provided for the 2013 baseline case so that the robustness of the model can be 
understood. 

4. Gatwick notes that a previous Plan was criticised by the Commission because of the 
considerable differences between the PCM model results and the actual measured values (noting 
that the PCM model under predicted concentrations by as much as 12 µg/m3 in one location). 

5. As verified monitoring data is obviously available for comparison with the modelled results for the 
baseline case this should be provided so that any inherent under or over prediction of the model 
can be assessed. 

Step Change in improvement since July 2014 report 

6. The draft Plan predicts very significant reductions in NO2 concentrations compared with the 
results of the modelling reported by Defra in July 2014. It also indicates that the dates by which 
zones are predicted to become compliant are much sooner. 

7. Some examples of accelerated compliance dates of PCM links and predicted maximum 
emissions (where there would be no relevant exposure) are provided in the table below. 
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TABLE SHOWING COMPARISON OF MODELLED PREDICTIONS IN 2015 DRAFT AIR QUALITY PLAN AND 
DEFRA 2014 PREDICTIONS 

Zone /  

Agglomeration 

July 2014 Predicted Date of 
Compliance (and predicted 
2020 max annual mean NO2 
concentration µg/m3 in 
brackets) 

September 2015 AQP Date of 
Compliance (and predicted 
2020 max annual mean NO2 
concentration µg/m3 in 
brackets) 

Greater London After 2030 (79) 2025 (71) 

West Midlands After 2030 (54) 2020 (47) 

Greater Yorkshire After 2030 (53) 2020 (47) 

Southampton 2030 (48) 2020 (41) 
 

8. The changes highlighted are extremely significant. Not only are very large reductions of 
6-8 µg/m3 suggested but, in addition, it is suggested that these reductions will happen up to ten 
years earlier than was predicted only a year ago. 

9. It is understood that much of this predicted accelerated improvement is due to the revised vehicle 
emission factors assumed in COPERT, but other assumptions are made which are not clearly 
explained in the Plan, such as changes to the transport network and assumed levels of road 
traffic.  

10. Owing to the relationship between NOx and NO2 concentrations, a greater decrease in predicted 
NOx concentration is required to achieve this level of reduction in NO2.  Examination of the 2011 
Technical Report suggests that the reduction in predicted NOx concentrations would be 2-3 times 
the reduction in NO2 concentrations suggesting a greater percentage decrease in predicted NOx 
concentrations.  

11. Given that the previous 2011 Plan proved to be highly optimistic in its predictions it is vital that all 
assumptions, including the selection of future emission factors, are fully detailed and justified. 
The detail presented in the draft Plan does not provide sufficient information to allow properly 
informed comment on the assumptions made.  

Lack of clarity on actions and assumptions in the Plan 

12. The draft Plan tabulates numerous actions that are included in the various Action Plans prepared 
by the local authorities and others. However, it is not made clear which measures have or have 
not been included in the baseline modelling. Neither is it clear from the Plan what confidence 
level the Government attaches to these measures. 

13. The Plan is also silent on: 

• assumptions made regarding changes to the transport network (particularly in London). 
For example, have planned improvements to upgrade parts of the M4 and M25 around 
West London to Smart Motorways  been taken into account?; 

• assumptions on future levels of traffic growth (particularly in London); and 

• whether or how any other planned major developments, including Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Projects, has been taken into account in future scenarios. 
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Lack of clarity on dates of expected compliance (5 year interval modelling) 

14. The draft Plan provides information on expected air quality conditions for the 2013, 2020, 2025 
and 2030. Given the absence of information for intervening years it is not clear exactly when 
compliance is expected within each zone/area, only that compliance is forecast at some point 
within a five year window. 

15. One of the key tests for any proposed development is whether it would result in a delay to 
compliance with the Air Quality Limit Values.  If predictions are not provided for intervening years, 
this test cannot reasonably be applied. This will be particularly important when Government is 
formulating National Policy Statements and in circumstances where consideration is being given 
to a significant development that risks breach of the Government’s obligations under the Air 
Quality Directive. Annual predictions should be provided in the Air Quality Plan. 

16. This key test is particularly relevant to the consideration by Government of the lawfulness, and 
therefore deliverability, of a third runway at Heathrow at a specific date in the period 2025 – 2030.  

Local Issues and Measures 

17. The draft Plan notes that in London there are different dominant NOx sources on motorways, 
primary roads and trunk roads. As there are different dominant sources for each type of road, 
mitigation measures should be tailored to address the specific problem at each location. At 
present the draft Plan does not address the specific local issues and more appropriate measures 
may exist for specific locations. Moreover, different agencies would need to manage different 
sources, for example Transport for London is responsible for the motorway and trunk road 
network within the M25, and Highways England is responsible for the M25 and the strategic road 
network elsewhere, rather than local authorities. 

18. It would also appear that little thought has been given in the Plan to the challenge of coordinating 
action between all the London Boroughs, the GLA and other major players, to ensure that CAZs 
can be integrated across the London conurbation, as would be necessary to ensure their 
practical implementation and operation.  
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Appendix 5: Practicalities, Difficulties and Viability of 
Introducing Widespread Clean Air Zones in the 
Heathrow Area 
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1 Purpose of Technical Note 

This note considers the viability of a Clean Air Zone (CAZ) in the Heathrow Area 
including one that encompasses parts of the strategic highway network. 

It outlines: 

• The current system around London which is based on the Low Emission Zone 
(LEZ) and the Mayor’s planned Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ). 

• The relationship between the LEZ, ULEZ and CAZs as proposed by the 
Department for Environment, Farming and Rural Affairs (Defra) – a Type D 
CAZ is considered as per the Governments Draft Air Quality Plan.  

• The feasibility of widening the LEZ, ULEZ, CAZ or other access restrictions 
to cover the national network, in particular the M25 around Heathrow. 

• The impact this would have on trunk roads, residents, local businesses and 
their employees and driver behaviour. 

This note is based on a high-level desktop study and a literature review. 

2 LEZ and Proposed ULEZ 

2.1 Low Emission Zone (LEZ) 

The current LEZ was established in 2008 to discourage polluting heavy goods 
vehicles from entering central London. 

The London LEZ area is essentially within the Transport for London (TfL) 
boundary and, in general, avoids including the Highways England (HE) strategic 
road network, in particular the M25 – as shown in Figure 1. However a short 
section of the M1 as well as the most easterly section of the M4, east of Junction 
3, and the M4 spur to Heathrow are included in the LEZ.1 

Vehicles subject to payment of charges do not include private cars and therefore 
the majority of vehicles entering the LEZ are not affected. In addition, the current 
LEZ only applies to Euro IV HGVs, lorries, buses and coaches. 

The current LEZ is enforced through Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
(ANPR) on the main arterial routes within the LEZ and a database check. Vehicle 
registrations are checked against a list of compliant vehicles and owners of any 
vehicles that are not on the approved list are sent a Penalty Charge Notice (PCN) 
if the payment is not received by midnight on the next working day after the day 
of travel. Exemptions depend on age and type of vehicle and emissions standards. 
Vehicles can be pre-registered meaning those with non-compliant vehicles liable 
for a penalty charge are able to pay automatically. 

                                                
1 “All roads within Greater London, those at Heathrow and parts of the M1 and M4 are included. However, 

the M25 is not included (even where it passes within the GLA boundary).”  TfL website, 

https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/low-emission-zone/about-the-lez  
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Figure 1: Current London Low Emission Zone (LEZ) – Area Coverage 

 
Source: TfL website, https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/low-emission-zone/about-the-lez?intcmp=2263  

Current charges are as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Current LEZ Penalty Charges 

 
Source: TfL website, https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/low-emission-zone/penalty-charges  
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Vehicles registered outside Great Britain need to be registered in advance.  

2.2 Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ)  

The Mayor of London’s ULEZ system, which is proposed to come into operation 
in September 2020, is a significant refinement of the current LEZ. It “will set new 
exhaust emissions standards and a daily non-compliance charge to encourage 
cleaner vehicles to drive in central London”.2   

The ULEZ will be one of the most ambitious schemes of its kind anywhere in the 
world.  It will require vehicles driving in that part of Central London encompassed 
by the zone to meet more stringent exhaust emission standards and will include 
private cars, TfL buses, taxis (black cabs) and private hire vehicles. The intention 
is that all taxis licensed for the first time would need to be zero emission capable 
from 2018 and private hire vehicles granted a private hire licence for the first time 
after 1 January 2023 will be zero emission capable regardless of age.3 In terms of 
buses, all double decker and single deck buses operating in the zone would need 
to be hybrid or zero emission (at source) respectively by 2020. The scheme’s 
development has involved wide consultation with the ULEZ’s stakeholders. 

The ULEZ will apply to the same area as the current Congestion Charging Zone 
(CCZ) which has practical advantages in terms of charging infrastructure, but also 
in terms of user understanding and acceptance, being an extension to the existing 
TfL charging system.  

Figure 2: Proposed London Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) – Area Coverage 

 
TfL website, https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/environment/ultra-low-emission-zone 

This also means that key arterial and strategic roads which border the ULEZ (such 
as the A501 Marylebone Road) will provide a diversionary route around the 

                                                
2 TfL website, https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/environment/ultra-low-emission-zone  
3 TfL website, https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/media/press-releases/2015/mayor-and-tfl-finalise-ulez-requirements-

for-taxi-and-minicab-trades  
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ULEZ for road users to avoid payment of charges, with consequential negative 
effects on traffic levels and emissions on these roads.  

The proposed charging structure proposed for the ULEZ is as per Table 2. 

Table 2: Proposed ULEZ Daily Penalty Charges 

 
* Euro standards for heavy-duty diesel engines use Roman numerals and for light-duty vehicle standards use 

Arabic numerals. 

**Vehicles this age or younger in 2020 will comply with the ULEZ standard and not incur a charge. 

*** This is payable in addition to any applicable LEZ or CCZ charges. 

 

TfL website, https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/environment/ultra-low-emission-zone 

3 LEZ, ULEZ and relationship to a CAZ 

In its document Draft Plans to Improve Air Quality in the UK, Defra describes a 
Clean Air Zone (CAZ) as a zone whereby authorities make “use of access controls 
to tackle air pollution”.4 

Defra considers the potential introduction of a new ‘Type D’ CAZ or multiple 
CAZs for Greater London with the objective of bringing forward compliance with 
air quality Limit Values. A ‘Type D’ zone is the most onerous type of CAZ 
considered in the draft Plan with strict controls on buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs, 
LGVs as well as private cars. 

Other less onerous assumed CAZ types are as follows:5 

A – Buses, coaches and taxis only 

                                                
4 p.7, Section 3, point 14, Defra, Draft Evidence Annex, Draft plans to improve air quality in the 

UK, September 2015 
5 p.33, point 148, Defra, Overview Document, Draft Plans to Improve Air Quality in the UK, 

Tackling nitrogen dioxide in our towns and cities, UK overview document, September 2015 
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B – Buses, coaches, taxis and heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) 

C – Buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs and light goods vehicles (LGVs) 

In Table 4.3, Defra indicates that the CAZ for Greater London has been modelled 
as Type D.  The proposed CAZ will restrict access to diesel engined cars and 
LGVs to those that meet Euro 6 standards. HGVs must meet the Euro VI 
standards. It is unclear what assumptions have been made for performance of Euro 
6/VI emissions in the PCM modelling undertaken. Although it is stated that 
COPERT factors have been used, the emission data for Euro 6 and 6c vehicles are 
very different and the exact fleet mix assumed for the CAZ is not stated.  

  
Source: Table 4.3, Defra, Draft Evidence Annex, Draft plans to improve air quality in the UK 

However, Defra does not seek to define the extent of these zones but rather to 
describe various locations across the United Kingdom where such zones might be 
implemented. This is deliberate as Defra is simply trying to establish a 
“framework for the implementation of new Clean Air Zones (CAZ) by local 
authorities in England” 6 and explicitly states that “where the access restriction 
boundaries fall is at the discretion of the local authority in question, and should be 
decided upon via full feasibility studies. This has not been undertaken for the 
purposes of this assessment; Local Authorities are best placed to determine where 
the perimeters should lie”.7 

The Defra document describes the potential introduction of a new CAZ or 
multiple CAZs in London and elsewhere noting the implementation of CAZs will 
be at the discretion of local authorities. 

The document goes on to describe the Mayor of London’s planned Ultra-Low 
Emission Zone8 and also to discuss the National and Local Road Network.9  
However, no attempt is made to tie the CAZ proposals in with the ULEZ or to 
describe how local authorities would interface with Highways England or TfL.  

                                                
6 p.7, Section 3, point 15, Defra, Draft Evidence Annex, Draft plans to improve air quality in the 

UK, September 2015 
7 p.25, Table 6.7: Summary of Assumptions and Associated Uncertainties, Defra, Draft Evidence 

Annex, Draft plans to improve air quality in the UK, September 2015 
8 p.25, Section 4.2.1, Defra, Draft Plans to Improve Air Quality in the UK, Tackling nitrogen 

dioxide in our towns and cities, UK overview document, September 2015 
9 p.35, Section 4.4 The National and Local Road Network, Defra, Draft Plans to Improve Air 

Quality in the UK, Tackling nitrogen dioxide in our towns and cities, UK overview document, 

September 2015 
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This suggests that the practical issues associated with the implementation of CAZs 
have not been properly considered in the draft Air Quality Plan. 

The description of the ULEZ in London is essentially recognition and 
acknowledgement of this initiative. Similarly, discussion on the National and 
Local Road Network is limited to acknowledging the beneficial impact that the 
Road Investment Strategy (RIS) will have by providing capacity enhancement on 
the highway network through committed funding of £100 million over the next 6 
years. The document then goes on to describe specific road infrastructure 
investments.10 

There is no discussion on the current LEZ, nor on how to integrate any new CAZs 
with the proposed ULEZ, nor how to apply a CAZ across the national trunk road 
network. Accordingly it is not clear how Defra would envisage a CAZ working in 
the London context, nor how a CAZ could address air quality problems in London 
or specifically around Heathrow. 

4 Feasibility of Extension of LEZ or CAZ 
System 

4.1 Technology 

From a technology perspective, extending the current LEZ system or a future 
CAZ system to include the trunk road network would be feasible.  Enforcement 
could be as per the current system of ANPR and database check. It is unclear what 
the penalty charges would need to be though they are currently very high for the 
LEZ.  It is not clear how charges for the LEZ might change in light of introduction 
of the ULEZ in 2020 and consistency of charging across these two zones. 

Heathrow Airport Ltd, in their submissions to the Airports Commission have 

suggested that there may be a case for introducing a congestion charge to reduce 

vehicle journeys to Heathrow.11 It is not clear how this suggestion would relate to 

a wider CAZ but it is difficult to see how technology could distinguish between 

Heathrow and non-Heathrow related road traffic unless a separately defined 

congestion charging zone was drawn up to ‘capture’ vehicles in a more limited 

part of the road network. 

A charging zone either for mode shift and traffic reduction, or for improving air 
quality, would need to be based on a thorough understanding of the geographical 
extent of the zone, charging levels, legal powers required to implement the 
system, and technical deliverability. 

                                                
10 p.35, Section 4.4.2, point 166, Defra, Draft Plans to Improve Air Quality in the UK, Tackling 

nitrogen dioxide in our towns and cities, UK overview document, September 2015 
11 “We believe there is a case for introducing a new congestion charge zone to further reduce vehicle journeys 

to Heathrow” p.27, HAL, Taking Britain Further, Volume 1. 
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4.2 Governance and Implementation 

The Transport Act 200012 granted the powers to Traffic Authorities to implement 
Road User Charging schemes on networks for which they are responsible. 
Specifically: 

A charging scheme may be made— 

a) by a non-metropolitan local traffic authority (“a local charging scheme”), 

b) jointly by more than one non-metropolitan local traffic authority (“a joint 
local charging scheme”), 

c) jointly by one or more non-metropolitan local traffic authorities and one 
or more London traffic authorities (“a joint local-London charging 
scheme”), or 

d) by the Secretary of State or the National Assembly for Wales (“a trunk 
road charging scheme”). 

However, the Act makes clear that a Trunk Road Charging Scheme can only be 
made under the following conditions. 

a) the road is carried by a bridge, or passes through a tunnel, of at least 600 
metres in length, or 

b) a local traffic authority or Transport for London has requested the 
charging authority to make the trunk road charging scheme in connection 
with a charging scheme under this Part, or a scheme under Schedule 23 to 
the Greater London Authority Act 1999, made or  

c) proposed by them. 

From a legal perspective, it would therefore appear that any extension of the 
current LEZ to include the trunk road network in or around London would need 
the co-operation of Highways England and TfL and indeed it would make sense 
for any scheme on the trunk road network around London to be coordinated with 
any schemes within London. 

However, at this stage, it is unclear what governance structure would be required 
between the various agencies to implement this properly. 

For any potential CAZ around Heathrow, there are multiple parties that would 

need to be consulted – including all the neighbouring local authorities, GLA, the 

Mayor, Heathrow, other affected businesses, interest parties and the public. There 

would need to be very wide ranging consultation and the CAZ would need to 

cover a wide area. It is not conceivable that this could be implemented quickly. 

                                                
12 The Transport Act 2000 is an Act of the Parliament in the United Kingdom which is still in force today 

subject to amendment amendments. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/38/part/III  
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5 Impact of a widened LEZ and CAZ around 
Heathrow 

As the existing LEZ encompasses the M4 motorway spur to Heathrow and the M4 
east of Junction 3, it is unclear what the impact would be of any extension of the 
LEZ, or creation of a CAZ, on the movements of the affected groups of road 
vehicles to Heathrow and into and out of London. There is also the possibility that 
the M25 might be included in the future. Any eventual inclusion of parts of the 
M25 would be dependent on the contribution this might make on bringing air 
quality around Heathrow towards limit values. 

A literature search revealed little specific evidence of the impact of LEZs or CAZs 
on the transport networks and the communities and businesses they serve. 
However, it can be expected that a range of impacts might result if main arterial 
routes or parts of the strategic road network were to be included. 

These are discussed briefly below: 

• Any compliance or congestion charge tends to have a regressive impact. The 
poorer parts of society are least able to pay to upgrade, or even replace, their 
non-compliant vehicles. This is particularly important if the fleets have not 
reached the end of their asset lives. 

This is recognised by Defra in its document Draft Plans to Improve Air 
Quality in the UK though no satisfactory analysis is presented as to how to 
mitigate this – “wider costs to those within zones (e.g. those incurred by 
businesses due to redeployment or journey cancellations or adverse impacts on 
consumer welfare from making fewer and shorter trips) are not quantified in 
the analysis. They are assumed negligible”. 13 

• Expansion of the LEZ or creation of a CAZ will create a new set of potential 
diversionary routes, with associated air quality impacts and congestion 
impacts on the affected urban and rural areas, their residents and those 
employed by their businesses unless these are carefully managed. Additional 
charges may also discourage businesses locating in these areas or cause 
existing businesses to relocate elsewhere with loss of jobs and local economic 
activity. The reality is that the LEZ or CAZ may actually need to become 
much wider to avoid this which may add further to the already difficult 
political challenges.  

In particular, for a Type D zone i.e. the most onerous type of CAZ considered 
in the draft Plan, with strict controls on buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs, LGVs as 
well as, for the first time, private cars, the diversionary impact could be very 
significant in terms of traffic and the impacts on residents, businesses and their 
employees would also be greatly compounded. 

Diversionary pressure and the issue of a greater number of polluting vehicles 
or greater mileage by these vehicles on roads outside a Clean Air Zone (CAZ) 
are recognised by Defra in its document Draft Plans to Improve Air Quality in 
the UK. No detailed analysis is presented as to how to mitigate these issues. 
Defra comments that “this may encourage a rise in mileage of the more 

                                                
13 p.24, Table 6.7: Summary of Assumptions and Associated Uncertainties, Defra, Draft Evidence 

Annex, Draft plans to improve air quality in the UK, September 2015 
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polluting vehicles outside of zones… Estimating how driving patterns would 
change and the roads affected is complex and dependent on a number of 
factors”.14 

The existing LEZ is signed through advance signage on approach to London 
and, since the LEZ is largely within the M25, it is assumed that the intention is 
that non-compliant vehicles divert around London via M25. Therefore 
including the M25 would imply non-compliant vehicles might seek alternative 
routes with consequential impacts on the routes used and the communities 
through which they pass. Examples might be: 

o Increased use of the A329(M) connection from the M4 to the M3 near 
Bagshot (with consequential impacts on Bracknell through which the route 
passes). 

o The A404 from the M40 at High Wycombe to the M4 at Maidenhead (with 
impacts on access to Marlow and Henley on Thames).  

o For longer distance journeys e.g. between the south east ports and the 
north of England some drivers may choose to travel via alternative routes 
including the Dartford Crossing. 

The exact impacts would need to be demonstrated by robust traffic and air 
quality modelling. 

Figure 3: Potential Impact of Expanded LEZ including M25 

 

                                                
14 p.24, Table 6.7: Summary of Assumptions and Associated Uncertainties, Defra, Draft Evidence 

Annex, Draft plans to improve air quality in the UK, September 2015 
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If the M25 around Heathrow is included in a CAZ, there would need to be an 
identification and examination of potential diversionary routes that might be used 
to avoid having to pay a penalty charge. This review would need to identify how 
local communities are protected from the environmental and congestion impacts 
of a potential uplift in (predominantly) heavy goods vehicle traffic. 

It is unclear what appetite Highways England would have to incorporate the M25 
in an expanded LEZ or in a CAZ. The current system benefits London by 
improving air quality on local streets. However, the M25 is a strategic route from 
the ports in the South to the Midlands and the North. Expanding the LEZ to the 
strategic road network would impact a much greater vehicle population and would 
either force the freight and logistics industry to update more of their fleet or for 
them to seek diversionary routes as noted above. 

In summary, impacts could include: 

• Traffic diversion.  

• Pressures on public transport services that do not currently have capacity. 

• Workers with jobs in the CAZ being unable to afford the additional transport 
costs forcing them to consider changing jobs, with most impact on low-paid 
manual jobs. 

• To retain workers, business may have to pick up the costs themselves through 
increased pay to retain workers - thereby reducing competitiveness. 

• Costs of supplies to businesses will increase, adding to costs and potentially 
making them less competitive. 

• Businesses choosing to relocate out of the area to maintain competiveness, 
again with consequences for their existing workforce and population. 

For all the above reasons, widespread CAZs which affect strategic parts of the 
road network, and where charges are set at a level to reduce traffic, will be hugely 
challenging in terms of public acceptability and political deliverability. 

6 Conclusions 

Based on the above evidence derived from a high-level desktop study and 
literature review, this note can make the following conclusions with reference to a 
potential CAZ in the Heathrow Area including the strategic highway network: 

• Extension of the current LEZ or creation of a CAZ in the Heathrow Area is 
possible from a technology perspective, though it is noted that it would be 
more difficult to apply this kind of zone specifically to traffic related just to 
Heathrow Airport.  

• Any extension of the LEZ or creation of a CAZ to include the trunk road 
network would need the co-operation of Highways England and TfL and 
indeed it would make sense for any scheme on the trunk road network around 
London to be coordinated with any schemes within London. However, at this 
stage, it is unclear what governance structure would be required between the 
various agencies to implement this properly. 

• The impact of extending the LEZ or creating a Heathrow CAZ on trunk roads, 
residents, local businesses and driver behaviour has not been considered in the 
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draft Air Quality Plan but is likely to very be significant. It is likely to have 
far-reaching and wide-ranging impacts including negative impacts on poorer 
people in society who are least able to pay to upgrade vehicles; impacts on 
businesses and employees; diversionary impacts on areas outside the zone 
caused by traffic re-routing to avoid the zone; disruption to the strategic 
network in terms of freight and logistics; and a requirement for accelerated 
investment in public transport. Yet the draft Air Quality Plan provides no 
assessment of the public acceptability and political deliverability of these 
proposals. 

• Defra does not seek to attempt to address how to implement this type of zone 
in Draft Plans to Improve Air Quality in the UK. There is no discussion on the 
current London LEZ at all, nor any discussion on how to integrate a CAZ with 
the proposed ULEZ, nor how to apply a CAZ across the national trunk road 
network. Accordingly it is not clear how Defra would envisage a CAZ 
working in the London context, nor how a CAZ might address air quality 
problems in London or specifically around Heathrow. 

• Finally it is unclear what difference an LEZ or CAZ makes to improved air 
quality. From a cursory review of publicly available information, there appear 
to be very few reports on the effect on compliance of the current London LEZ 
and indeed there are a number of locations within the existing London LEZ 
where air quality conditions are in excess of EU thresholds, despite a likely 
reduction in heavy vehicles and older and more polluting vehicles. This could 
imply that polluting vehicles actually only make up a relatively small 
proportion of total traffic on the LEZ network and that it is simply the sheer 
volume of lower polluting vehicles which negatively impact on air quality, 
though there is no apparent data to support this. 
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